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Principal Landscapes

A passion for the outdoors drives Principal Landscapes to create
innovative, customised designs for any space and lifestyle needs.

A Silvertop Ash daybed provides the
perfect spot for poolside relaxation.

Natural Bluestone and exposed
aggregate paving combine well together.

P

rincipal Landscapes is an experienced
and dynamic company that prides
itself on creating functional and
timeless spaces that reflect each
individual client’s requirements.
Company director, Cullen, personally designs
and oversees every project, placing significant
importance on communicating with the client
throughout every stage of the process.
The experienced in-house construction team
has the knowledge and skills to construct each
design to a level that exceeds client expectations,
while showcasing interesting and sustainable
materials that suit the clients’ brief and budget.
The company’s scope of works has grown to
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encompass pool design and construction as well as
roof structures and outdoor kitchens.

PERTH
Situated on Perth’s idyllic coast, this landscape
represents the best of outdoor summer living. To the
rear of the property, a 6x3m heated concrete pool
was installed in Pacific Blue, and raised planter boxes
built between the pool shell and the boundary to
maximise space. A screen wall hides pool equipment.
Bluestone large-format paving wraps around
the pool. A minimalist yet striking Bluestone water
feature takes centre stage alongside a timber daybed,
while a custom-made steel pool fence panel with LED
lighting adds an interesting element at night.

A waterwise irrigation system provides for the
foliage-contrasting plants while extensive lighting
creates a special effect in the evenings.
The highly functional alfresco outdoor kitchen
features a barbecue and rangehood, dishwasher,
sink, bar fridge, granite benchtop and ample
storage space, while the wood-fired pizza oven
provides an attractive backdrop with its staggered
Silvertop Ash fascia boards.
Adding interest to the front entry of the home, a
water-feature pond was incorporated to house fish
and plant life.
Clean, modern lines and contrasting natural
materials were used throughout to ensure a seamless
connection between the separate areas.
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Perth
With a generous north-facing backyard, Principal
Landscapes created a contemporary outdoor space
to reflect the recently built home.
Designed as a space for a young family to
relax in, a concrete pool was installed to one
side of the yard.
A raised composite timber deck in silver/grey
sits at one end, perfectly complementing the
colour of the imported Italian marble paving that
surrounds the pool. The paving is sandblasted to
provide suitable grip for around the pool, while
the same stone with a polished finish was used
to clad a feature raised planter box alongside the
deck. It was also used for the water-feature wall
with a split-face finish that provides a beautiful
shadow effect at night.
The contrasting jarrah screen with laser-cut
wall art panels provides an attractive backdrop
to the deck area.
Masonry walls create raised gardens that are
planted with Pittosporum Screenmaster and
Magnolia Little Gem to help screen the property’s
high fences. Rhoeo and Acacia Limelight were
also selected for their bright foliage colour that
contrasts the jarrah screen and stone planter box.
The finishing touches to this family-friendly
retreat include uplighting, a glass pool fence and a
resort-style outdoor shower.

CONTACT
Principal Landscapes

The jarrah screen with stainless steel art provides
an interesting backdrop to the decked area.
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Phone 0402 902 346
Email principal_landscapes@westnet.com.au
Web www.principallandscapes.com.au
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